
The labels schools often use for students with behavior issues have been in
existence for a very long time. They strive to identify why a kid is as he is
and does as she does. These labels attempt to explain behaviors outside of
the ideal, and they are accompanied by a proverbial finger of blame usually
pointed at the kid or the parent. These labels have allowed schools to
explain why all kids aren’t achieving at the same rate. “He is lazy.” or “Her
parents don’t really care.” In essence, these statements allow us to claim,
“It’s their fault – NOT OURS.” But…..What if our labels are wrong? What if
these types of student behaviors are actually a symptom of deeper
underlying issues? What if blame and punishment are not the cure for these
behaviors? If the answer to any of these questions is ‘YES’, then we need to
deeply examine our practices and ask, “What can we do to help the kids we
see each day who are currently wearing these labels?”ma in mind. This is
life-saving work.
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The first thing we can do is establish an understanding that ‘Kids Do Well If They CAN.’ Dr. Ross Greene is a
child psychologist and author of the books The Explosive Child, Lost at School, Raising Human Beings, and
Lost and Found. Dr. Greene postulates that since personal philosophy guides one’s actions, ‘Kids Do Well If
They Can.’ is the most important theme of collaborative problem solving for educators.   Every student
behavior is meeting some type of personal need, so when kids exhibit a challenging behavior educators must
help them search for how to responsibly fulfill their need. We can help these students pinpoint stressors and
learn how to reduce them, identify unmet needs and learn how to satisfy them, and find skill deficits and teach
them to master them. 

The next step is working on bringing this belief into your work with kids on a daily basis. Becoming a trauma-
informed staff member requires an awareness of the effects of childhood trauma and a mindshift regarding
the catalyst of student behaviors. There is a reason underlying every behavior of each child. Our job as the
adult and the educator is to figure out what is getting in a child’s way of doing well and help them overcome it.
We must interact with students with trauma in mind. This is life-saving work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jvzQQDfAL-Q
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MPo9AKGclgr3sP77WLp3-_4VxX75D3RPEpLVDmm3F-I/edit?usp=sharing


C U R R I C U L U M  &

S T A N D A R D S

E S S E N T I A L  S T A N D A R D S  =
P O W E R  S T A N D A R D S  =  

"M U S T  H A V E S "   

Over the past school year, STMA teachers have been asked to

pare down course standards to ensure that the most essential

standards would be covered during this Covid induced school

year. Although this was dedicated work this year, in the past,

teachers have been asked to highlight their power standards

and/or their course “must-haves. Most of these power standards

and must-haves can be found within the curriculum link on the

main website. As we move to a more robust and purposeful MTSS

Model next year, the past work on standards will eliminate the

need to start from scratch when identifying our essential

standards. During the 2021-2022 school year, time will be set

aside to work on identifying essential standards - standards that

meet the criteria of: endurance, knowledge and skills that are

valuable beyond a single test date; leverage, knowledge and

skills that are valuable in multiple disciplines; and, readiness,

knowledge and skills essential for the success in the next level of

instruction. The goal for next year will be for each grade level or

course subject matter to continue to create a list of essential

standards so that both teachers and students have a better

understanding when Tier II intervention is needed. The overall

MTSS process will be outlined in a staff meeting presentation prior

to the end of this school year. 

B y :  S h a r i  L e d a h l

B y :  B o b  D r i v e r

Science and English Language Arts Standards Implementation Delay
 
 

The Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) has announced a delay in the required implementation of the
Science and English Language Arts standards to the 2024-2025 and 2025-2026 school years, respectively.
MDE is able to delay the implementation because both Science and English Language Arts standards are
currently in the rulemaking process.  Before the delay was announced, the Science and English Language Arts
standards implementation years were 2023-2024 and 2024-2025, respectively.  Since the MCAs are based
on the standards, the Science MCA-IV will be delayed until the spring of 2025 for grades five, eight, and high
school, and the Reading MCA-IV will be delayed until the spring of 2026 for grades three through eight and
grade 10.  

This delay has allowed districts some flexibility in implementing the new standards.  What does this mean for
STMA Science and English Language Arts teachers? The Teaching & Learning Department will continue to
work with science teachers with the adjusted implementation plan for specific grade levels. In addition, the
Teaching & Learning Department will be reviewing this delay's impact on ELA curriculum review and will be
reaching out to ELA teachers concerning standards implementation and ELA curriculum review.  

If the delay in Science and English Language Arts standards impacts STMA's curriculum review cycle for other
content areas, adjustments will be made to ensure that curriculum review aligns with content area standards
implementation.  



The assessment rollercoaster is hitting another apex. This time of year the district is in full force in preparing and completing

the vast majority of standardized assessments. Below is a brief overview of each.

ACT - The district recently completed the district day ACT (districts are required to offer a college entrance exam during a

school day). Over 350 students signed up for this opportunity. Students who completed their MYACT account can access

their results already!

The district also hosts a National ACT Day on June 12th for any student. If any staff members are interested in being a

proctor for this event, please reach out to Jonah Barten (jonahb@mystma.org).

ACCESS - Students who are identified as English Learners (EL) are required to take the ACCESS test to measure their

abilities in reading, writing, speaking and listening. The EL staff just finished up all of the ACCESS testing. They did a

tremendous job this year with scheduling and giving students the best opportunity to complete their assessments.

AP (Advanced Placement) - This year, the College Board completely revamped the way they have traditionally required

districts to complete AP testing. A HUGE shout out to all of AP teachers and AP leads at the high school for helping

coordinate this process. Their communication and organization with their students has made this process run smoothly. 

MCA - Minnesota Comprehensive Assessments (MCAs) have begun or will begin starting next week. All of the buildings have

been working tirelessly to schedule students for testing. This year more than any previously, scheduling of students for testing

(including make-ups and distance learning students) has been taxing. 

MCA Results- As a reminder, preliminary MCA results will be loaded into edSpring two times per week. Please note that

MCA results are meant to be looked at as a big picture (how a building/district is doing). Individual results, although

important, should not solely be used in decision making. Along with that, it is not accurate to compare student scores from

one grade level to the next (example: student goes from a 647 to a 749 does not necessarily mean the student "grew").
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Canva is a graphic design site that we have shared before, but they
have so many features that it is truly worth it to share again.  Not only
are there hundreds of templates to use to create documents, posters,
headers, worksheets, etc; the options are ENDLESS.  You can also
have students use Canva as a creation tool.   Students can use their
school (Google) log in to easily create an account.  They also offer a
platform called Canva for Education for all K-12 teachers and
students which give access to all the Premium features.  Once you
sign up as a teacher you are able to create classes to use with your
students.  Recently I just discovered that you can even collaborate on
documents with others.  This newsletter is an example of a document
that is created collaboratively in Canva.  I also discovered that you
can create videos in Canva as well.  This is honestly one of the best
resources I have found.  So many uses and it is TOTALLY FREE!!! 

Free for Educators - Link to Apply 
We created a Google Classroom with resources to help you learn how

to use Canva. Includes: Resources, Videos, Canva Challenges, and
Templates (Class code to join class: hgiehdn)   

STMA One Page Cheat Sheet - How to join the Canva Google
Classroom Class  

Canva for Education-FREE FOR TEACHERS

mailto:jonahb@mystma.org
https://www.canva.com/education/
https://www.canva.com/education/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vYKIH9WOD_NhoC71iCAxltT5v3ZjnmPs/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vYKIH9WOD_NhoC71iCAxltT5v3ZjnmPs/view?usp=sharing
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